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1.- Oata treatment: an overview
In the frame of a research program built around a general mathe-
matical model, which is fed by huge amounts of data coming from a great
number of laboratories and automatie data acquisition systems, the dis-
ponibility of a large and easily aceessible data base is obviously a
useful tool for the seientists.
The only way to make a compromise between the terrific amount of
available data and the aecessibility of this information to the scien-
tist, is to build a eomputerized data base structured with the help of
the mathematical model, to develop a set of management and analysis com-
puter programs which will free the scientist from thc painful tasks of
retrieving data from other laboratories, handplotting his own measurements,
performing boring statistical computations and give him a practical tool
to easily edit and eorrect his data, compare them to results of theoreti-
cal simulations.
Tbe great variety of data m~~es this task uneasy; data from auto-
matie acquisition systems (like buoys, current meters) are usually time
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series of regularly spaced samples; data issued from in situ measurements
through laboratories are usually batches of sampIes collected at dif-
ferent positions and times during 0. cruise or a survey; some data are
counts (e.g. number of bacteria), others are decimal numbers (e.g.
nutrient concentration), some are even synoptic codes (e.g. meteorolo-
gicalobservations).
One must thus, first design 0. rather flexible format of data
storage, to cope with the variety of data one is faced with; then
develop general routines to format, retrieve, access and select every
kind of data, each routine being built in such 0. way that it can easily
be tailored by the user to treat the kind of data he is interested in.
2.- Present state of the data base and its associated software
We have described the eoal we are aimine at. It must be e~hasized
that we are still on the first stages of design and development of the
data"base. The scientists involved ~n data treatment and information
processing have up to now been too busy with other fundamental research
(like mathernatical models design and optimization, numerical tools
creation) or with technological tasks (data acquisition systems imple-
mentation) to dedicate their time to thc data base •
. However, some files already exist and are easily acccssible on
computer readable storage media (mainlY magnetic tape) and an elemen-
tary software is able to st?re, access, edit and visualizc these data.
The software has no unity and consists in several programs chains, each
being specialized ~n the treatment of a particular type of data. Up to
now, mathematical or display tools developed for one type of data cannot
be immediately adapted to another type; moreover, computer programs have
been designed for particular types of computers and nothing has been made
to insure the portability, neither of the software, nor of the data (let
us remind that two types of computers, at least, are available in the
frame of the program. for the data processing : a HP2100A and an IBB
370/158).
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Thc automated datachains handle
1) buoy data,
2) current meter data,
3) meteorological data.
All are time series (data every 15 minutes for current meters, every
hour for buoy, evcry 3 hours for meteo).
The first chain has been implcmented ~n Ostende, the two others
in Liege.
2.1.- ~~~~~E~!~gi~~!_~~~~
The meteorological data handling chain is described in Appendix
I. It is the most sophisticated of all because of the complex structure
of the time series (28 sarnples and 14 variables at each time step).
The flow diagram of the buoy data handling chain is show~ on
figure 1.
The first step of the chain is the data acquisition itself,
described elsewhere, together with the signal transmission and reception.
In the second step raw data are fed into the computer on paper
tape support; the first program (DASS1) stores them on a magnetic tape
in a fixed format and updates the catalog of the tape. No correction
and no editing are performed on this stage.
In thc third step the ~IT containing thc raw data may be
- copied by program MC~PY, for the sake of safety,
- listed by program MLIST,
- edited by program DASS3 (scratches wrong files) and I'1EDIT (even-
tually corrects erroneous date or valucs).
Evcry file is then testcd by program PURIF, which corrects data where
erroneous ASCII charactcrs appear, and rewritten at the same place on
MT.
In the fourth step aseries of programs CH01, CH02, ••• decodc the
information given by every channel of the buoy (CHOl translates channel
1 data, CH02 translates channel 2 data, ••• ). Results are stored on disco
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This handling chain ~s the less sophisticated. Current meter data
are received in different ways, according to the tJ~e of instrument.
VACM data arrive in a ready-to~plot-and-analyse form from WHOI
when thcy have been decoded, edited and pretreated (interpolation of
missing values) on a ~~ written in EBCDIC.
NBA re.w data arrive on a paper tape in ASCII characters. No edi-
tion or pretreatment has been performed.
Plcssey data arrive in Plessey code form (on paper tape or MT);
they have to be translated in ASCII or EBCDIC before being available to
processing prograros.
Für each kind of instrument, there exists a program which builds
the time series, edits them und stores them on disk-files which serve
as input for plotting and analysing programs (namely a Fast Fourier
Transform) •
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3.- Guidelines for the building of the data base end processing software
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records be compatible with the great maj ority of the computers used in
scientific research centers. ile e:h-plain later how this can be achieved,
for both the software and the storage format.
4.- Reguirements for the portability of the storage format and of the
software
Computer specialists know very weIl that almost everything that
has been written by any computer system can be read by any other, pro-
vided that the 'translation' software exists. Tte portability of the
software is less evident : not all languages are implemented on all
computer system::; and translating ,a package from one language to another
often needs a lot of time and money. Generally, oceanographic research
centers do not have thc men needed to work out such a conversion. That
is why the software package we are developing ~s designed to be used,
with only a few slight modifications relative to input/output operations,
on the great majority of general purpose er scientific computers.
Due to the internal structure of the routines, to the flexible
shape of the storage format and to the fact that it is hardly impossible
to write data processing progra~ß fully independant from the hardware,
the following hardware and software features are needed :
1) a direct memory access to a roagnetic tape and disk is available,
2) single precision real words are stored in 2 integer words,
3) a compiler exists for ANSI Fortran IV,
4) records of variable length can be read and written on magnetic
tape (eventually through a linuted set of special assembly language
routines) •
A.lIlSI Fortran IV is the most widesprcad computer language for
scientific and technical applications : it is thus the best languagc to
write a scientific package.
As to condition 2), it means that the core storage of a single pre-
cision floating point number is twice thc core storage of an integer
word. That is what happens automatically on 16-bits or 24-bits word
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oriented computer, and what can bp. forced by software on 32-bits
or 60-bits word-oriented machines.
The magnetic tape format is portable in the sense that the structure
of the records on magnetic tape is the same for all computer systems. It
is intended as a data processing and a mass storage format, not as a data
exchange format 1. As such, i t uses binary recording mode for compactness
and input/output performance f i. e. the data on mag-tape are an exact copy
of their core storage representation.
A data exchange format should be written in interchange code as
EBCDIC or ASCII. Such a code is 'U.'1.suitable for fast processing and J.S
less compact than binary code.
However, despite the binary recording mode, tapes written by one
computer can easily be read by another under several conditions.
1} magnetic tape specifications are compatible on both systems
(i.e. same number of tracks, same density, same encoding technique, same
shape of end-of-record ond end-of-file marks),
2) both machines are either 16-bits (word) or 32-bits (byte)
oriented; both machines are 24-bits word oriented; both machines are
60-bits word oriented (computers are then called "word compatible");
3) routines exist for the translation of internal formats for real
numbers and characters.
Provision is made J.n the storage format for defining the internal
code used to write the numbers and the characters in order that the ap-
propriate routines (condition 3) can be selected. The keys dCfining these
codes can be decoded by any computer word-compatible with thc source
computer becausc they are posi tive intee;er numbers that have the same
format in all systcns with the same integer word length.
1. Data exchange formats are now being developed by international scientific organi-
zations.
I
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5.- General description of the software
Thc software being presently on thc first stages of development, it
cannot be described in detail. It can be defined as an extended subset of
the WItOI standard buoy format package, simpler than the latter one under
some aspects. The original is being modificd to be more general (to treat
a greater varicty of data struetures) and More portable; it will be ex-
tended to mcct mathematieal modclling rcquireroents.
It will eonsist in :
1) a set of general purpose routines to read, wri~e date records,
label and retrieve data files (both on magnetie tape and on disk) and to
transfer the data bctween mass storage and core memory (in arrays aeces-
sible to the user), in both direetions;
2) a set of data handling programs (using the general purpose
routines) to seleet, edit, list and plot the data in various ways, depen-
ding on their strueturc;
3) a set of mathereatieal progrws to analyse thc data and to eompare
and fit models to experimental features.
,
6.-_ The data storage standard format
The for~~t is self-deseribing : eaeh data file contains in itself
every information needed to be read properly whatever be the number of
data variables, of samples, their nature, their structure (continuous
funetion of a variable or not), their reeord type, and the number of
records ~n the file. Magnetie tapes written in standard format also
contain at the beginning of the data, an identifieation file und, after
the last data file, an end-of-data file.
Each data file eonsists of :
1) two label reeords,
2) data reeords (in any number).
The first label reeord has a fixcd length and defines
- the keys for binary data eonversion,
- the file creation date,
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- the name of the file)
- the number of variables)
- the number of samples,
- the data origin date,
- the type of thc second label.
The second label record dcfines :
- the position where the data were taken (latitude/longitude or
other information),
- sampling parameters,
- the initial value of the continuous sampling variable,
- for every variable
- its name,
- its units,
- the measurement code,
- thc instrument code,
- the serial,
- the type in which the data are recorded (integer, real,
synoptic) ,
- the depth or pressure (if constant),
- three attributes.
A data record consists of :
- a data file name (to check whether the read data are those
described in the first label record),
- the number of sampIes ~n the preceeding records,
- the number of sampIes in the record itself,
- the initial value of the continuous variable,
- thc data.
The detailed structure of cach record type is described in Appendix II.
Only the structure for 16-bits or 32-bits computers is given.
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Appendix I - Specification of the wind field for real-time processing
and forecasting
1.1.- Introduction
------------
In a preliminary report [Frankignoul (1971)], the present state
of knowledge on wind stress determination was reviewed. Approximate
formulae for the drag coefficient in different wind regimes were given,
thus allowing to calculate from wind data the surface interaction terms
for the ecological model of the Southern North Seo. [Hihoul (1973)].
Preliminary information on the practical problem of collecting,the re-
quired meteorological data was alno given.
Arrangements have been rr.ade with the Regie des Voies Ab>iennes
for real-timp. transminsion via telex of all relevant meteorological data.
Regular transmission to Liege University began in Nay 1973. The system
that has been worked out for the specification of the wind field for
real-time processing and forecasting is now operational. It is described.
in the present report. For illustration, computer plots of the observed
and geostrophic wind field during the first three days of the JONSDAP
experiment in September 1973 are reported. Mention is made of further
improvements that will be permitted by ~~ extennive study of the re-
corded data.
A number of regular weather stations have been selected for real-
time specification of the wind field. These are mainly coastal stations
and anchored light vessels within the zone comprised between 50 0 and
54 ON , . 0 ° and 5 OE • Location and nature of the stations which are
operational now is given in figure 2. A large number of coastal stations
have been rctained so far, although the relcvance of their measurements
to marine conditions is often questionable, duc to considerable change
cf surface roughnens. Work is undertaken to determine and eliminate
those coastal stations that give meteorological datu which are too in-
fluenced by th~ disturbing presence of land. Synoptic data is emitted
.....------------------------------- -
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by most stations every three hours, although some of them show much ir-
regularity. Parameters retRined for use in the mathematical model are
listed in table 1.
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List of stored synoptic data
is hand-analysed by experienced meteorologists. In a later ~tage, the
calculation will be corr,puterized at the R.V.A.
Twelve hourly geostrophic wind forecasts at the five locations are
similarly transmitted every six hours. More extended forecasts might be
used in case of urgency but they are not very reliable at present.
This table shows the various informati~n stored on magnetic tape after the
second data handling program. Same stations give their information in "english code".
others in "Synop code", others in "Metar code". The set of information varies slight-
ly with the used code. In order to store the information in a standard format. in-
existant information is replaced by a dummy code (9999). Some stations, although
they use a particular code, do not send all the usual infvrmation. The asterisks
in the table point the information not always in the messages. A cross denotes an
ever-existing information.
maps ~s also transmitted
05 OE 51° N, 05 OE
05 OE • So far this wind
I English Synop MetarType of data Unit code code code
Station name
-
X X X
Surface horizontal visibility meters X X X
Wave height half-meters * 9999 9999
period seconds * 9999 9999
direction of propagation tens of degrees X 9999 9999
Temperature air degrees oe X X *
sea ,degrees oe X 9999 9999
dew-point degrees oe 9999 X *
Barometric pressure tenths of mi llibars * X *
Wind (at 10 m height) speed knots X X X
direction tens of degrees X X X
\~eather present coded X X 9999
past coded X X 9999
Barometrie trend coded 9999 X 9999
Caracteristic of barometrie trend coded 9999 X 9999
Geostrophic wind inferred from pressure
every three hours, at fi ve locations 51 ON
52 oN, 03 OE ; 53 oN, 01 OE and 53 ON ,
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Information corrung from ships at random positions and times cannot
be handled so far but this is feIt to be unimportant, due to the dense
distribution of regular stations and the poor quality of ship recorded
meteorological data. On the other hand, data from moored buoys is very
reliable. A system will be set up to incorporate such data in case of
long term mooring. Work will begin on this problem as soon as the first
Belgian buoy becomes operational.
The data is transmitted every thrce hours via telex from thc R.V.A.
It is recorded automatically on punched tape in telex code. This pun~hed
tape is then stored on a magnetic tape in a chronologie sequence. At
regular time intervals (every weck or every day, if thcre is some urgent
need) thc first program of the data handling chain transfers thc results
a) on another magnetic tape which will be interpreted later;
b) on a listing which provides information for subsequent treatment.
This latter magnetic tape is the input of the seeond program which
interprets the coded messages issued in different codes from thc various
field stations into numerie values usable by the following programs •
Output of this second step is
1) data sets on magnetic tape whieh are stored in chronologie order;
there are three kinds of these :
- data sets containing the results of measurements in field stations;
- data sets containing 'measured' gcostrophic wind at five points.
- data sets containing prcdicted geostrophie wind at thc same fivc
, points.
Every data set is defined by thc time (ycar, month, day, hour) at
which the measurements were made. A data set includes the most complete
possible set of observations (even if some are missing or never pro-
dueed by a partieular station) af. table 1, of 28 meteorological.
stations (21 before January 1st 1974).
2) an optional listing of messages in readable form.
- stable
near neutral
-- -------------------
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These two first programs form the very first steps of the data
processing. These steps must be executed whatever is needed and whatever
the following treatment programs are.
The intermecliate output is a set of 'erude' data stored in a stan-
dard format usable as input by any subsequent program.
It must be emphasized that thc rough data from the meteorological
stations is only decoded and translated into n~~erical form. No kind of
smoothing, interpolation or debugging has been performed at this point
of the treatment. This is intended to store the most original possible
measurements; doing so, it will be possible later to determine the
eventual bias or systematic errors in data issued by some stations and
introduce the corrections in the data handling programs themselves.
Wcather forecasting provides information on the surface pressure
field, which is then converted into a field of geostrophic wind. An im-
portant question is then how the surface wind at sea may be derived from
the geostrophic wind.
Under ideal conditions (no frontal situation, quasi-steady pressure
gradients , weakly curved isobars ), the ratio of surface wind speed to
geostrophic wind speed depends mainly on the geostrophic wind speed,'the
stability of the density stratification and the latitude. Hasse and
Wagner (1971) have investigated this problem from observations at the
German Bight near 54 ON 7°E • Tbc similarity with our test-region and
the proximity in latitude of their observation zone suggest the direct
applicability of their results. Using standard regression techniques,
they found that the relation between the surface wind speed U10 and
the geostrophie surface wind Ug was (in m/s) :
under stable conditions U10 =0.56 Ug + 3.0
U10 = 0.56 Ug + 2.4
U10 = 0.56 U9 + 1.5
with standard deviation 2.1 m/s approximately independent of wind speed
in the range 5 m/s ~ Ug ~ 32 m/s • Air-sea temperature difference was
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used as stability parameter; the eonditionsare unstable i~
6.T=Tair-Twater «0,
near neutral i~
6.T ~ 0 ,
and stable ir
t!.T » 0 •
The stability ean be established readily fiom the synoptie data, for a
number of sea stations. Conditions are eonsidered unstable or stable if
the mean temperature differenee 6.T is less than - 1.2 °c or greater
than 0.7 °c respeetively and otherwise neutral.
Wagner and Hasse disregarded all eases where Ug was below 5 mph
as the pressure gradient is then too small to be determined reliably. As
those eases are of littly dynamical sie;nifieanee, we will use (1) for any
value of the geostrophic wind. Note that at small wind speed, U10 is
larger than Ug mainly because the surface wind is a loeal variable
(influcnee by grestiness and small seale eireulation) whereas Ug is a
mesoscale variable.
Under general eireumstances, there appear oeeasionally"eases with
fronts, notieeable curvatures or marked non stationarities in the pressure
rield. Curvature effeets ean be taken into aceount by eomputing the
gradient wind instead of the geootrophie wind. Approximate formulae for
the gradient wind are known. However the work of Neiburger et aZ. (1948)
suggests that, over land, the geostrophie wind is more suitable for the
determination of the aetual wind than the gradient wind. Aagaard (1969)
estimates that the error in negleeting eurvature is no more than a few
percent. Thus it will be ncgleeted although it might play a role at high
wind speed [Deaeon (1973)]. Formulae (1) will be used, keeping in mind
that under general eireumstanees, the standard error is larger than given.
Formulae (1) deseribe how to relate the magnitude of observed and
geostrophie wind. There in also a small angle between the two veetors
which has also to be taken into account. In most studies, the eoded
directions (in terms of degrees) da not permit a meaningful investigation
of this small effect. From the results of Aagaard (1969), Smith (1970)
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and Deacon (1973), a reasonable estimate is a 15 0 - 20 0 counterclock-
wise rotation of the surface wind U10 from the geostrophic wind Ug •
We shall adopt
a = + 20 0 •
Further test and improvement of relations (1) and (2) will be undertaken
using the data whose acquisition system is described.
As an example of use of meteorological data, we have computed the
wind field over the Southern Bight during thc first days of JONSDAP sur-
vey. The values of wind speed and direction have been interpolated from
observed data. The points where the wind field has been calculated are
the points of a grid used for tidal computations in the Southern Bight
(this grid covers weIl the studied region). To each point of this com-
putational grid are associated the five nearest meteorological stations.
Three of these stations (thc nearest oncs yielding required information
at a given time) are used to compute the value of a function at a point
(i,j) of the grid with the formula
3 f KE ~-
f ij = K-1
1J,
3
E d .. K
K-1 1J ,
where d .. K is the distance between the (i,j) point and the stationIJ,
K • If the data from any station is obviously wrong, it is then auto-
matically dropped off. Three-hourly information is then integrated over
one day in order to get an average daily value. Thc rcsults of the com-
putation are shown on rig. 3. For the sake of readability, the wind
vcctors (underlined) are drawn only every two points. The vectors point
to thc point where the wind is computed and their direction is that of
the coming wind.
fig. 3.
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Appendix Ir
Label record # 1 (Magnetic Tape format)
Word ~ieaning
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8-17
18-22
23-24
25
26
27
28-32
33-104
Ward
Record length ~
o this information is needed by same sophisticated
Record length Operating Systems
o
Key-word : integer ward (value c 1) : defines a Label # 1 record
Interchange code (code of the internal character representation)
Integer : (1) EBCDIC
(2) ASCII
Internal code : integer ward
Data Name (20 bytes) - 4 bytes for a mnemonic code (nature of data)
- 4 bytes for astation
- 7 bytes for the radio identification of the data
acquisition support (buoy, bart, ••• )
- 5 bytes for a mnemonic code (history of data)
Date of File creation (5 integer words : year-day-hour-minute-second)
Data source (4 bytes)
# variables (integer)
# sampIes (integer)
Format of the second Label record (integer) (standard value c 1)
Date of data origin (5 integer words : year-day-hour-minute-second)
Comments (144 bytes)
Label # 2
Meaning
keyword : integer ward (value = 2) : defines a Label#2 record
of sub sampIes (integer) (value = 1 if no sub sampling)
Sampling interval (real ward) : meaningfull only for data depending
on a continuous variable
Subsampling interval (real word) : meaningfull only i f both former in-
formations are meaningfull
Julian day or initial value of continuous variable other than time or 0
(no continuous variable)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7-8
9-10
11-12
Record Length
o
Record Length
o
~ , •• L,b.l # 1 d."eip'i"
Seconds13-14
15-18
19-22
23-26
or - 1
or 0
Latitude 8 bytes
Longitude : idem
Magnetic variation
degrees-min-seconds
idem
for standard format
( Otherwise, 24 byteo available to
) describe another standa~d fo~mat
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Label # 2 (continuation)
Word Meaning
This set of information is
repeated for every variable
in the data file Cup to 64){
'I' integer
'R' real
'5' synoptic
pressure (in mb)
Variable name: 12 bytes
Dimensional units : 12 bytes
Measure code : 4 bytes
Instrument code : 4 bytes
Serial # : 4 bytes
Data Type : 2 bytes
Depth (in meters) or
or 0 (integer word)
1st attribute (real)
2nd attribute (real)
3rd attribute (real)
46
27-32
33-38
39-40
41-42
43-44
45
47-48
49-50
51-52
Data record
Word Meaning
1
2
3
4
5
6-15
16
17
18
19-20
21-1172
~ecord length ~ .
see Label # 1 descriptionRecord length
o
Keyword : integer word (value = 3) : defines a data record
Data Name (see Label # 1 description)
# sampies in preceeding data rAcords (integer)
# sampies in this record
Not used
Julian day or initial value of the continuous variable in this record
Data
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